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ABSTRACT
Observed galactic disks have specific angular momenta similar to expectations for typical dark matter halos
in ΛCDM. Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations have recently reproduced this similarity in large galaxy
samples by including strong galactic winds, but the exact mechanism that achieves this is not yet clear. Here we
present an analysis of key aspects contributing to this relation: angular momentum selection and evolution of
Lagrangian mass elements as they accrete onto dark matter halos, condense into Milky Way-scale galaxies, and
join the z = 0 stellar phase. We contrast this evolution in the Illustris simulation with that in a simulation without
galactic winds, where the z = 0 angular momentum is ≈ 0.6 dex lower. We find that winds induce differences
between these simulations in several ways: increasing angular momentum, preventing angular momentum
loss, and causing z = 0 stars to sample the accretion-time angular momentum distribution of baryons in a biased
way. In both simulations, gas loses on average ≈ 0.4 dex between accreting onto halos and first accreting onto
central galaxies. In Illustris, this is followed by ≈ 0.2 dex gains in the ‘galactic wind fountain’ and no further
net evolution past the final accretion onto the galaxy. Without feedback, further losses of≈ 0.2 dex occur in the
gas phase inside the galaxies. An additional≈ 0.15 dex difference arises from feedback preferentially selecting
higher angular momentum gas at accretion by expelling gas that is poorly aligned. These and additional effects
of similar magnitude are discussed, suggesting a complex origin of the similarity between the specific angular
momenta of galactic disks and typical halos.
Keywords: galaxies: formation — structure — fundamental parameters — kinematics and dynamics — meth-
ods: numerical — hydrodynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origin of Hubble’s tuning fork for galaxy
morphological classification is a holy grail of galaxy forma-
tion research. It is now known that the morphological classifi-
cation of a galaxy as an early-type or late-type is strongly cor-
related with a basic dynamical quantity – its specific angular
momentum content, namely angular momentum per unit stel-
lar mass (Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Obreschkow
& Glazebrook 2014; Cortese et al. 2016). This quantity
scales with galaxy stellar mass, with two nearly parallel re-
lations existing for late-type galaxies and early-type galaxies,
the former having approximately five times as much angu-
lar momentum as the latter at a given stellar mass (Fall &
Romanowsky 2013). In fact, the angular momentum of a
galaxy may well be the more fundamental parameter that is
actually driving its morphology. This possibility is receiv-
ing increasing attention and scrutiny in recent years thanks to
increasingly complete and accurate measurements of galaxy
angular momentum content (e.g., Burkert et al. 2016; Contini
et al. 2016; Swinbank et al. 2017; Harrison et al. 2017), which
are much more laborious than those of galaxy morphology.
Hence, understanding the origin of galaxy angular momen-
tum will represent a major advance in our understanding of
galaxy formation as a whole.
The tight scaling relation between specific angular momen-
tum and stellar mass can be combined with empirical models
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connecting galaxies to dark matter halos, and with the proper-
ties of halos from theory or simulations, to make a statistical
connection between the angular momentum contents of galax-
ies and those of halos. The conclusion from such exercises is
that galactic disks have approximately the same values of spe-
cific angular momentum as do their host halos (e.g., Zavala
et al. 2008; Sokołowska et al. 2017). It is this fact that al-
lows analytical and semi-analytical models that build upon
ΛCDM hierarchical formation to succeed in reproducing var-
ious disk galaxy scaling relations provided that they make
a simple assumption: that the angular momentum obtained
by dark matter halos from cosmological tidal torques is ef-
fectively ‘retained’ by the baryons that fall from the circum-
galactic medium into the centers of those halos where they
form the stellar bodies of galaxies (Fall & Efstathiou 1980;
Mo et al. 1998).
This simple assumption, ‘angular momentum retention’,
has however historically not been born out in more de-
tailed dynamical models, namely cosmological hydrodynam-
ical simulations. In those simulations, baryons tended to lose
the lion’s share of the angular momentum they acquired in
the intergalactic medium before virial collapse, resulting in
unrealistically small galaxies (Navarro et al. 1995). Very re-
cently, however, this situation has changed, with the advent of
more accurate solvers (Sijacki et al. 2012), increased resolu-
tion (Governato et al. 2004), and the introduction of strong
galactic winds in the models (Sommer-Larsen et al. 1999;
Maller & Dekel 2002). A number of groups have managed
to form galactic disks with realistic properties, including size
and angular momentum content, in ‘zoom-in’ cosmological
simulations (e.g. Grand et al. 2017). Moreover, with the in-
crease in computing power, very recent simulations followed
large cosmological volumes that contain up to hundreds of
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massive disk galaxies, and found realistic angular momentum
contents not only in a handful of galaxies, but in galaxy pop-
ulations (e.g. Teklu et al. 2015). In particular, they are able to
reproduce the parallel scaling relations of angular momentum
versus stellar mass displayed by observed early-type and late-
type galaxies (Zavala et al. 2016). These advances open the
door to detailed studies that will elucidate the nature of an-
gular momentum evolution in a fully (hydro)dynamical cos-
mological context (e.g. Stevens et al. 2017; Lagos et al. 2017;
Penoyre et al. 2017).
In this paper we focus on the high degree of ‘angular mo-
mentum retention’ of galactic disks. The starting point for
this study is the result of Genel et al. (2015) that: i) the pop-
ulation of late-type galaxies in the Illustris simulation has a
similar mean angular momentum content to the mean of both
their own dark matter halos and observed late-type galaxies,
and ii) galactic angular momenta are lower by a factor of a
few when galactic winds are turned off. The specific scope of
this paper is to describe in what way the galactic winds in the
Illustris simulation change the angular momentum evolution
of the baryons that make up the stellar components of z = 0
late-type galaxies at the Milky Way mass scale.
Several ways in which galactic winds may increase the final
angular momentum content of a galaxy have been identified in
‘zoom-in’ simulations. First, galactic winds in these simula-
tions preferentially remove gas that has lower specific angular
momentum than the mean, hence continuously increasing the
mean specific angular momentum of the remaining gas, and
consequentially of newly-born stars (Governato et al. 2010;
Brook et al. 2011; Okamoto 2013; Agertz & Kravtsov 2016).
Second, some fraction of the gas ejected into a galactic wind
has been found to fall back to the galaxy (‘galactic/halo foun-
tain’) with higher angular momentum than that with which it
left the galaxy (Brook et al. 2012; Übler et al. 2014; Chris-
tensen et al. 2016). Third, in the presence of feedback, galax-
ies are more gas rich than without feedback and hence baryons
lose less angular momentum during galaxy mergers (Brook
et al. 2004; Springel & Hernquist 2005; Robertson et al. 2006;
Hopkins et al. 2009). The emerging picture from these works
is qualitatively consistent, which is encouraging given that
they were based on different hydrodynamics codes, feedback
schemes, and mass scales. However, these differences, as well
as the small number of isolated galaxies included in these
analyses, imply that no comprehensive, detailed, and quan-
titatively consistent picture exists as of yet.
The main focus of the present work is a quantification of
the changes that the angular momenta of baryons comprising
the stars in late-type galaxies undergo between the time they
entered their host halos and z = 0. We define several distinct
‘events’ in the evolution of every baryonic mass element and
divide this full time period into several intervals using these
events. We then compare the angular momentum evolution
during those intervals between the Illustris simulation and a
similar simulation run without galactic winds. This study fo-
cuses on providing answers to ‘When’, ‘Where’, and ‘How
much’, setting the stage for future studies of the ‘How’ and
‘Why’.
With respect to the existing literature on this topic, the tools
used in this work are unique in two aspects. First, it is based
on a large population of simulated galaxies in a simulation
that reproduces observed angular momentum relations (Genel
et al. 2015) as well as many other properties of galaxy pop-
ulations (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a; Genel et al. 2014; Tor-
rey et al. 2014). Second, it employs a Lagrangian analysis
in a simulation based on a mesh code, using tracer parti-
cles, while previous Lagrangian analyses on this topic have
all been based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
(e.g. Zavala et al. 2016).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the simulations and our analysis methodologies. In Section 3
we present the evolution of angular momentum and contrast
the two types of simulations, with and without galactic winds.
Section 3.2 is the main results section and Fig. 3 presents its
key plot. In Section 4 we discuss our results within a broader
context and summarize them.
2. METHODS
2.1. Simulations
We use the Illustris-2 simulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vo-
gelsberger et al. 2014a,b) of a (106.5 Mpc)3 volume, as well
as a ‘No-Feedback’ simulation of a (35.5 Mpc)3 volume, both
evolved with a WMAP-9 ΛCDM cosmology (Hinshaw et al.
2013) down to z = 0 using the moving-mesh code AREPO
(Springel 2010). The former is initialized with 9103 dark mat-
ter and baryonic resolution elements, and the latter with 2563,
implying that they have similar resolutions in space (∼ kpc)
and mass (∼ (1−2)×107 M baryonic; ∼ (5−10)×107 M
for dark matter). Both simulations include gas cooling and
stochastic star formation, but only Illustris-2 (hereafter ‘Illus-
tris’) has feedback in the form of star formation-driven galac-
tic winds, as well as black hole formation and evolution (Vo-
gelsberger et al. 2013), rendering No-Feedback very similar
to the simulations in Vogelsberger et al. (2012). For the pur-
poses of this work, and in particular with regards to angular
momentum, the results at this resolution level are converged
well enough with respect to the higher-resolution Illustris-1
simulation and its no-feedback analogue (for detailed resolu-
tion studies see Vogelsberger et al. 2012, 2013; Genel et al.
2015).
The implementation of galactic winds in Illustris closely
follow the technique introduced in Springel & Hernquist
(2003). Wind particles are launched stochastically directly
from the star-forming gas with prescribed velocities and
mass-loading factors that depend on the local dark matter ve-
locity dispersion around the star-forming cells, which itself
closely follows the local gravitational potential. The wind
ejection velocities are set to be larger than the escape veloc-
ity from the galaxy but typically smaller than the escape ve-
locity from the host halo, such that wind particles typically
reach maximum distances that are comparable to but smaller
than the virial radii of their host halos. The mass-loading fac-
tors are derived from the wind velocity such that the kinetic
energy associated with the ejections per unit star-formation
rate is a constant that corresponds to≈ 3×1051 erg per super-
nova. This results in mass-loading factors that are typically
greater than unity, and on the order of 5 for galaxies around
the Milky Way mass, as is commonly employed in cosmolog-
ical simulations with comparable resolution to Illustris (Zahid
et al. 2014)4. The wind particles are first decoupled from hy-
drodynamical forces and move ballistically to allow them to
4 These mass-loading factors are high compared to direct observational es-
timates, however they should not be compared at face value. Beyond the large
uncertainties on observational mass-loading measurements, they are mea-
sured at a distance from the disk while the simulated mass-loading factors
apply directly at the ejection from the disk. A robust comparison of mass-
loading factors between simulations and observations is beyond the scope of
this work.
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escape the galaxies, and are recoupled to the gas after either a
short amount of time or when they reach a low density region.
The direction of the momentum kick given to a wind particle
is perpendicular to both the velocity and the acceleration of
the star-forming cell from which it is launched with respect to
the galaxy center. All these various aspects of the implemen-
tation and the numerical values of the adjustable parameters
were set with the aim of approximately reproducing the stel-
lar mass function of galaxies at z = 0 and the global history
of cosmic star-formation density. No aspect of the angular
momentum of galaxies was tuned for.
Halos are found with the friends-of-friends algorithm (FOF,
Davis et al. 1985). FOF halos may have general shapes and
their boundaries roughly trace a constant density contour such
that their mean density corresponds roughly to 200 times the
mean cosmic matter density (for relations between halo def-
inition and angular momentum, see e.g. Zjupa & Springel
2017). Galaxies are identified using the SUBFIND algorithm
(Springel et al. 2001). These are gravitationally bound objects
constructed around density peaks. We define a ‘galaxy’ as the
collection of all stellar particles, as well as gas particles with
a density above 0.13 cm−3 – referred to as ‘star-forming gas’,
inside any given SUBFIND object. The data from each simula-
tion include 136 snapshots and corresponding group catalogs,
providing a time resolution of the order of 100 Myr.
We utilize a Lagrangian point of view for the evolution of
angular momentum, meaning that we are interested in the an-
gular momentum histories of unique baryonic mass elements
as they travel across cosmic time from the uniform initial con-
ditions through the cosmic web into dark matter halos and fi-
nally into the galaxies where they reside at the present epoch.
To perform a Lagrangian analysis in a mesh-based code like
AREPO requires using tracer particles, since the hydrodynam-
ical cells represent a discretization of space, not of mass.
These are implemented using the Monte Carlo method intro-
duced in Genel et al. (2013), where each tracer belongs at
any given time to a certain baryonic resolution element (in-
cluding gas cells, stellar and black hole particles, as well as
wind particles). These ‘passive’ tracers carry only their iden-
tity throughout the simulation, and no mass, however they do
continuously record certain properties of the cells they belong
to. For example, a property that we use in this work is the
‘wind-counter’ each tracer stores, which increases by unity
every time that tracer is incorporated into the galactic wind.
Following the Lagrangian evolution of the angular momen-
tum of certain z = 0 galaxies means following back in time the
tracers associated with the ‘active’ baryonic elements com-
prising those galaxies.
2.2. Analysis
The main analysis tool we present in the next section is rela-
tionships between the angular momentum values of individual
tracers at particular ‘events’ in their evolution history. Gener-
ally, for each tracer each of these events occurs at a different
cosmic time. We make direct comparisons of identical event
types between Illustris and No-Feedback, and also examine
certain types of events that only occur in Illustris, namely
those related to the galactic winds. The events are illustrated
in Fig. 1 and defined as follows:
(i) Accretion onto main halo: the snapshot when a tracer
first becomes part of the FOF halo that is on the main
progenitor branch of the FOF halo it ends up in at z = 0.
(ii) First (last) star-forming gas: the snapshot when a tracer
is first (last) recorded entering the star-forming gas
phase, namely crossing from below a density threshold
of 0.13 cm−3.
(iii) First (last) ejection: the snapshot when a tracer is first
(last) recorded switching from a gas cell to a wind par-
ticle (only defined for Illustris).
(iv) Star-formation: the snapshot when a tracer is last
recorded changing from a gas cell or wind particle to
a stellar particle.
(v) z = 0 star: the final snapshot in the simulation (defined
only for tracers that belong to the stellar component at
that time).
All tracers that belong to a stellar particle at z = 0 are in-
cluded in the analysis (which focuses our analysis on the
stellar angular momentum), except those that join the cen-
tral galaxy while already belonging to a star particle. This
latter criterion excludes ‘ex-situ’ stars, which are not directly
affected by the winds and are therefore left outside the scope
of this paper. This removes 10% of the z = 0 stars in Illus-
tris and 40% in No-Feedback. For those tracers that are in-
cluded in the analysis, we exclude events – except accretion
onto the halo – that occur while a tracer is contained in a satel-
lite galaxy. This is because as the angular momentum of these
tracers with respect to the main progenitor galaxy is domi-
nated by the orbital angular momentum of the satellite and
hence not meaningful for our purposes. In other words, the
starting point for the events above in the time line of each
tracer is the time it becomes part of the main progenitor halo.
The ‘accretion onto main halo’ event is the exception, as it is
considered also for tracers that accrete as part of a satellite.
To calculate the specific angular momentum of a particle,
we define a center of rotation as the minimum of the poten-
tial well of its host galaxy (Genel et al. 2015). To do this at
all simulation snapshots, we use the SUBLINK merger trees
(Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015) to find the main progenitor
branch of the z = 0 galaxy and calculate the angular momen-
tum of all particles with respect to the main progenitor, re-
gardless of whether the particles already belong to that main
progenitor or are yet to be accreted onto it. We also define the
reference frame for the angular momentum calculation as hav-
ing the velocity of the center of mass of the main progenitor,
and specifically of all the stars and star-forming gas present
in the main progenitor galaxy. Then, we calculate the specific
angular momentum of a tracer particle i as follows:
ji = (ri − rminpot)× (vi −vCOM). (1)
To compute the total angular momentum of a galaxy we sum
the angular momenta of the tracers associated with it5:
jgal =
1
Ntr,gal
Ntr,gal∑
i=1
ji. (2)
As the angular momentum is a (pseudo-)vector, the magni-
tude of the sum and the sum of the magnitudes are different
quantities, when looking at many tracers together. In the next
5 This is a simple rather than a weighted average because all tracer particles
represent equal masses. It is not an exact value due to the Monte Carlo noise
in the number of tracers per cell (see Genel et al. 2013), but for our galaxies
of interest, with tens of thousands of resolution elements, this is an excellent
approximation.
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Fig. 4
(i)
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(iii)
(ii)
Fig. 7
(v)
(iv)
z=0
Fig. 5
Dark Matter Halo
Galactic Disk
(iii)
Fig. 8
Figure 1. A cartoon illustrating the various ‘events’ in the evolution of a tracer particle that are considered in this work. These are (i) halo accretion, (ii) first/last
becoming part of the star-forming phase, (iii) first/last ejection into the wind, (iv) becoming part of the stellar phase, (v) z = 0. In addition, certain intervals
between these events that are addressed by particular figures are marked as such.
section, we find both quantities to be informative, as well as
the comparison between them. We define the level of self-
alignment of a population of tracers as the ratio of these quan-
tities,
A =
|∑ ji|∑ |ji| . (3)
If all vectors of a particular tracer population cancel each
other out, the self-alignment is A = 0, while if they all have
the same direction, the self-alignment equals A = 1.
When calculating the vector sum across different galaxies,
one has to take into account the fact that each galaxy is in
general oriented in a different direction in the simulation box,
such that simply summing different galaxies together will
necessarily lead to a meaningless vector cancellation. Hence,
for the purpose of summing up individual tracer vectors across
many galaxies, each ji at any particular event is measured as in
equation (1) but in a reference frame that is rotated such that
the z axis points in the direction of jgal of the galaxy hosting
the tracer at the time of that event.
In order to focus the scope of the paper, we select cen-
tral galaxies at the Milky Way mass scale, namely with
virial masses (Bryan & Norman 1997) in the ranges 1012.1 <
Mh[ M] < 1012.2 and 1011.65 < Mh[ M] < 1012.65 for Illus-
tris and No-Feedback respectively. The mass range used for
No-Feedback is larger, given its smaller cosmic volume, as
these bins are chosen to follow an equal total number of trac-
ers in each simulation, ≈ 106. This selection results in 278
galaxies in Illustris and 140 galaxies in No-Feedback. In or-
der to further narrow our focus to disk galaxies, we consider
only the galaxies that are at the high-tail of the angular mo-
mentum distribution, which correspond to disks both from ob-
servations (Romanowsky & Fall 2012) and in Illustris (Genel
et al. 2015). Specifically, we select the 25% of central galax-
ies with the highest stellar angular momentum at z = 0 in both
simulations.
3. RESULTS
3.1. The overall picture from accretion onto halos to z = 0
In Fig. 2 we present the joint, two-dimensional distributions
of the magnitudes of the specific angular momentum vectors
of individual tracers at two distinct events, both for Illustris
(left) and No-Feedback (middle). For each simulation, the
tracers included in these distributions are all those that are
part of the stellar component of z = 0 galaxies selected as de-
scribed in Section 2. The vertical axes represent the angular
momentum of each tracer at a fixed cosmological time, z = 0.
The horizontal axes represent the angular momentum at the
time of accretion onto the halo (which occurs in general at
different times for different tracers). The striking difference
between the two simulations on the vertical axis is in essence
the result of Genel et al. (2015) that in a simulation without
feedback, galaxies at z = 0 have ≈ 0.5 dex lower angular mo-
mentum content. This is the result that motivates this work.
The difference between the two simulations on the horizontal
axis is much milder. This suggests that most of the difference
represented on the vertical axis develops in between these two
events, namely inside halos, rather than before the accretion
onto them. In Section 3.2 and the following figures (as indi-
cated in Fig. 1), we will break this typically long time interval
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between accretion onto the halo and z = 0 into sub-intervals
and examine each of them separately, which will constitute
the main results. The difference on the horizontal axis that
represents the earliest event considered in our main analysis
is not zero, and we will return to it in Section 3.3, but it is
mild, representing a similar starting point to the main analysis
between the two simulations.
Examining each panel in Fig. 2 by itself, it is worth noting
that in Illustris the magnitudes of specific angular momentum
loss (around the peak of the distribution, where most trac-
ers are located) between accretion and z = 0 range between
≈ 0−1 dex, and in No-Feedback the corresponding losses are
≈ 0.5 − 2 dex. Put more precisely, we find that the sum of
the angular momentum magnitudes at z = 0 is lower than the
sum of angular momentum magnitudes at halo accretion time
by 0.57 dex in Illustris and by as much as 1.04 dex in No-
Feedback. Additionally, in both panels, the peak of the distri-
bution occupies a locus that is significantly shallower than the
1 : 1 relation. This means that gas accreted onto the halo with
high angular momentum tends to lose by z = 0 a larger frac-
tion of that angular momentum compared with gas that was
accreted with lower angular momentum in the first place.
The sum of vector magnitudes does not tell the full story,
however. If instead we examine the magnitudes of the vector
sums on each of the axes in Fig. 2, we find that the differ-
ence between z = 0 and halo accretion time is only 0.23 dex
in Illustris and 0.65 dex in No-Feedback. That these num-
bers are smaller than the differences of the magnitude sums
(0.57 dex and 1.04 dex respectively, as reported in the previ-
ous paragraph) means that the individual vectors are signifi-
cantly more aligned at z = 0 than at the halo accretion time.
This by itself is easy to understand as a result of angular mo-
mentum cancellation. The angular momentum magnitudes
of individual tracers drop by a combination of: (i) transport
of angular momentum to other, potentially both baryonic and
dark matter, components (which accounts for the decrease of
the magnitude of the vector sum), and (ii) cancellation with
other baryons that end up in the z = 0 galaxy but have been
accreted with different angular momentum directions (which
does not change the magnitude of the vector sum).
To summarize, in terms of the magnitude of the total spe-
cific angular momentum vector, baryons experience a signifi-
cant angular momentum loss between the time when they are
accreted onto halos and z = 0 in the no-feedback simulation
(0.65 dex), an effective loss that is much smaller in the Illus-
tris simulation (0.23 dex). In the following sub-section we
break this difference to smaller intervals in order to gain in-
sight into its nature and origin.
3.2. The evolution between various events
Fig. 3 shows a quantitative summary of the results presented
in this section for the convenience of the reader. The hori-
zontal axis represents the sequence of events defined in Sec-
tion 2.2 and Fig. 1, with the events discussed in Section 3.1
and Fig. 2 shown as the initial and final points. The vertical
axis represents the difference in angular momenta, in logarith-
mic space, relative to the starting point of accretion onto the
halo. The nearly-monotonic loss of mean angular momentum
in No-Feedback (red) and non-monotonic evolution in Illus-
tris (blue) are shown in more detail in the following Figs. 4
through 8.
In Fig. 4 the horizontal axes show the same quantity as the
horizontal axes in Fig. 2, namely the angular momentum at
the time of halo accretion. The vertical axes show the an-
gular momentum magnitude of each tracer at the time it first
crosses the density threshold for star-formation, i.e. when it
first becomes part of the star-forming phase, inside the main
progenitor galaxy. This time interval represents the first ‘halo
crossing’ from the outskirts to the central part of the halo, and
is marked in green in Fig. 1. The difference between the two
simulations is again significant. In Illustris, there is a clear
correlation between the angular momentum at the two events.
From Fig. 4 we read off an approximately constant degree of
loss of ≈ (0.5± 0.2) dex, which amounts to an overall loss
during this first passage through the halo of 0.68 dex in the
magnitude sum and 0.37 dex in the magnitude of the vector
sum (again indicating that some angular momentum cancel-
lation occurs between the virial radius and the galaxy itself).
In No-Feedback, on the other hand, the relation is much shal-
lower than the 1 : 1 relation, amounting to an overall loss of
0.91 dex in the magnitude sum and 0.49 dex in the magnitude
of the vector sum.
That the difference between these two sum measures is
larger in No-Feedback (0.91− 0.49 = 0.42 dex) than in Illus-
tris (0.68− 0.37 = 0.31 dex) means that there is more angular
momentum cancellation in No-Feedback. We find that this
originates primarily in a lower level of self-alignment (see
equation (3)) in No-Feedback at the time of halo accretion,
AaccNo−FB = 0.24 compared with A
acc
Illustris = 0.36, rather than in
self-alignment differences at the time of crossing the star-
formation threshold, ASFNo−FB = 0.62 and A
SF
Ill = 0.73. One might
hypothesize that a lower level of self-alignment is a result of
a wider distribution of accretion times in No-Feedback; how-
ever, the distribution of accretion times is similar between the
two simulations (Fig. A1), implying a different origin. This is
discussed further in Secion 3.3.
To summarize the time interval shown in Fig. 4, in terms
of the magnitude of the total specific angular momentum
vector, the loss is rather large in both simulations and not
dissimilar, namely 0.37 dex in Illustris and 0.49 dex in No-
Feedback. Comparing these numbers to those quoted in Sec-
tion 3.1 based on Fig. 2 (0.23 dex and 0.65 dex respectively),
we conclude that losses during the first passage through the
halo represent roughly three-quarters of the total loss experi-
enced in No-Feedback by z = 0. In contrast, in Illustris we
expect to find a time interval that occurs after the first cross-
ing of the star-formation threshold during which almost half
of the losses incurred before that crossing are counteracted.
This is indeed shown in the next two figures.
Fig. 5 presents the joint angular momentum magnitude dis-
tribution at the last time, versus the first time, tracers join
the star-forming phase in the main progenitor of their z = 0
galaxy, and is marked in red in Fig. 1. We begin with a dis-
cussion of Illustris, where this includes the full time a tracer
is in the galactic fountain during which it typically goes out
of the galaxy, and falls back in, several times (only ≈ 20%
of the tracers join the star-forming phase only once). Fig. 5
shows that the angular momentum magnitude at the end of
this cycle is typically higher than at its beginning, more so for
tracers that have low angular momentum magnitudes at the
first time they join the star-forming phase. Over the whole
tracer population, the mean magnitude increase is 0.09 dex,
and the magnitude of the vector sum increases by 0.16 dex.
This latter gain undoes almost half of the loss that is incurred
between halo accretion and arrival at the galaxy (Fig. 4(a)),
and its origin will be discussed further in relation to Fig. 6.
Before that, we discuss No-Feedback during the Fig. 5 in-
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Figure 2. Joint (left and middle) and one-dimensional (right) probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of stellar tracers at z = 0 (vertical axes)
and those same tracers as gas at their time of accretion onto the host halo (horizontal axes). The units indicated by the color bars are of probability per dex2. The
diagonal dashed lines indicate the 1 : 1 relation. The cross indicates the median angular momentum at both events. In both simulations, an overall average loss of
angular momentum is evident, but to a much larger degree in the simulation without feedback (0.65 dex; middle) than in Illustris (0.23 dex; left).
Figure 3. The average angular momentum loss of tracers at events defined
in Sec. 2.2 relative to their accretion value for Illustris (blue/cyan) and No-
Feedback (red/pink). Solid lines in dark color show the magnitude of the
vector sum, while dashed lines in light color show the mean magnitude.
The dark-shaded regions are the 1σ spread of relative losses among differ-
ent galaxies. The 1σ spreads of the relative losses of each individual tracer
are ∼ 1 dex and are not shown for clarity.
terval. In contrast to Illustris, it shows some overall loss of
0.1 dex in both mean magnitude and the magnitude of the vec-
tor sum. It is important to remember that in No-Feedback,
about half of the tracers actually never leave the star-forming
phase after they join it, hence the ‘first’ and ‘last’ times they
do so are in fact the same event. In Fig. 5 we do not show
these tracers, which by definition would lie on the 1:1 line.
For the No-Feedback tracers for which these are indeed dis-
tinct events, the physical reason is very different from the typ-
ical case in Illustris. In No-Feedback, a tracer may leave the
star-forming phase primarily for ‘dynamical’ reasons, which
occur naturally in the simulation and are not imposed as part
of the sub-grid physics as is the case for wind ejections in
Illustris. These dynamical reasons include for example tidal
ejections during galaxy mergers and temporal density fluc-
tuations around the star-formation density threshold due to
weaker disturbances. The angular momentum loss occurring
between these two events in No-Feedback is not negligible
but is small compared to the losses incurred earlier and later,
as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 7(b), respectively.
Returning to Illustris, the period analyzed in Fig. 5(a) in-
cludes both times when the tracer is in the star-forming phase
and times in which it is outside of the galaxy in the ‘circum-
galactic fountain’. The latter can be further broken down into
times when the tracer belongs to a collisionless ‘wind particle’
moving away from the galaxy, later times when it has recou-
pled to the normal gas phase and may be still moving away
from the galaxy, and times when it is falling back toward the
galaxy on its way to join the star-forming phase again. It is
important to understand where the overall gains of 0.16 dex
associated with this full period occur. Fig. 6 hence focuses
on the last of possibly multiple ‘circum-galactic cycles’ that
each tracer goes through. The horizontal axis of each panel
represents the same event: the time just before the last ejec-
tion into a wind (marked as the ‘later’ (iii) in Fig. 1). The
vertical axes show three subsequent events in chronological
order: the very first snapshot after that same ejection event
(Fig. 6(a)); the maximum angular momentum the tracer has
during that cycle through the halo before coming back to the
galaxy (Fig. 6(b)); and the first snapshot after the tracer re-
turns to the galaxy (namely either in the star-forming phase or
directly as a star; Fig. 6(c)).
Fig. 6(a) shows that the angular momentum magnitudes of
individual tracers increase between the two adjacent snap-
shots bracketing a wind ejection event. This is understand-
able, as a wind ejection implies an imposed momentum kick
that increases the velocity of the tracer almost to the halo
escape velocity. However, since these kicks are equally di-
rected either ‘upwards’ or ‘downwards’ from the galaxy, they
do not change the vector sum of the angular momentum of a
population of ejected tracers. Indeed, we find that the vec-
tor sum between the two events shown in Fig. 6(a) changes
by only 0.04 dex (and in fact in the opposite direction, i.e. it
decreases). In other words, the momentum kicks associated
with the wind ejection model itself do not change the overall
angular momentum content of the tracers that enter the wind.
However during the time tracers spend in the circum-
galactic medium following their ejection (Fig. 6(b)), they gain
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Figure 4. Joint and one-dimensional probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of tracers as they first cross the star-formation density threshold
(vertical axes) and at accretion onto the host halo (horizontal axes). The No-Feedback plot (middle) resembles its counterpart in Fig. 2 but translated up∼ 0.4 dex
on the vertical axis, meaning that only a fraction of the loss seen in Fig. 2 occurs before crossing the star-formation density threshold. The positive slope in the
Illustris plot (left), when compared to the flatter one in Fig. 2, indicates that tracers accreted with log( j)∼ 3.5 lose some angular momentum before crossing the
star-formation density threshold and then re-gain it by z = 0, while tracers accreted with log( j)∼ 4 already have here their z = 0 value.
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Figure 5. Joint and one-dimensional probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of tracers as they first cross the star-formation density threshold
(horizontal axes; the same quantity as on the vertical axes in Fig. 4) and at the last time they do so (vertical axes). In Illustris (left), gas with lower angular
momentum at the first crossing preferentially gains more angular momentum between these two events, namely during its participation in the ‘galactic wind
fountain’, compared with gas starting out with higher values. In No-Feedback (middle), there is a mild tendency to lose angular momentum between the two
events, which however, in the absence of winds, do not represent a galactic fountain but instead ‘dynamical ejections’.
significant angular momentum. When each tracer is consid-
ered at the time its angular momentum magnitude is maximal
between the ejection and the next time it appears in the cen-
tral galaxy, the sum of magnitudes is 0.29 dex higher than it
is right before the ejection, and the magnitude of the vector
sum is 0.2 dex higher. The gains are particularly high for
tracers that had lower angular momentum at the time they
were ejected. Nevertheless, by the time tracers come back
to the galaxy (Fig. 6(c)), they return with angular momentum
magnitudes that are on average essentially identical to those
they had before the ejection (within the error on the mean,
∼ 0.01 dex, but some considerable spread), and a vector sum
that is larger by 0.04 dex.
In other words, a single cycle through the halo results in
a net small degree of increased alignment between the trac-
ers compared to the time before their ejection into the wind.
Since in our galaxies of interest tracers go typically through
several such cycles, this result ties well to the result discussed
around Fig. 5(a) that the full baryonic cycle in Illustris induces
a 0.16 dex increase in net angular momentum.
Continuing forward in the tracers’ evolution, Fig. 7 starts
on the horizontal axes with the angular momentum at the
last time tracers join the star-forming phase, and ends with
the time they are converted to the stellar phase on the verti-
cal axes. Namely, it pertains to evolution occurring within
the galaxy, after all the evolution that occurs out in the halo.
The two simulations again differ significantly. Illustris shows
a tight correlation around the identity relation between the
angular momenta at these times. In contrast, No-Feedback
shows clear losses amounting to 0.14 dex for both the sum of
magnitudes and the magnitude of the vector sum. Since the
time tracers spend in the star-forming gas phase before form-
ing stars is not very different between the two simulations,
this result indicates that the presence of the galactic winds is
changing the structure of galaxies in such a way that prevents
the torques that exist otherwise and lead to angular momen-
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tum loss of the star-forming gas.
Finally in this sequence of events, we find the tightest cor-
relation between the angular momentum tracers have at their
time of star-formation and at z = 0, shown in Fig. 8. In Il-
lustris, the stellar component experiences a minor gain of
0.03 dex in magnitude but essentially no change in the vec-
tor sum while in No-Feedback there is a small overall gain of
0.08 dex in both magnitude and vector sums.
3.3. The angular momentum selection bias at halo accretion
After characterizing the angular momentum evolution in-
side halos, here we make several notes regarding the angular
momentum differences between the simulations at the starting
point of the preceding discussion, namely at the time baryons
accrete onto the main progenitors of their z = 0 host halos.
First, we make use of a third simulation, which we dub
the ‘Feedback’ simulation, that has identical initial conditions
to No-Feedback, but the same subgrid models and parame-
ter choices as Illustris. The tracers in this simulation can be
compared on a one-to-one basis with the tracers in the No-
Feedback simulation, as they have the same initial conditions.
From this ‘Feedback’ simulation, we select all z = 0 stars from
halos within the same mass range used for No-Feedback in the
preceding analysis, identify those same individual tracers in
No-Feedback, and compare their angular momentum at ac-
cretion between the two simulations6. We find that both the
vector and magnitude sums of the angular momentum at ac-
cretion of this identical set of tracers are equal between the
two simulations. Namely, the addition of feedback does not
modify the angular momentum value at halo accretion in La-
grangian space.
This contrasts with a comparison made when in each sim-
ulation tracers are selected independently as in Section 2.2.
Fig. 9 shows the angular momentum distributions of z = 0 stars
at the time of accretion (solid), divided into the component
that appears as gas in the main galaxy (dashed; the same as
the distributions on the horizontal axes in Figs. 2 and 4) and
the component that enters the main galaxy already as stars
(dotted). While the gas-accreted distribution in No-Feedback
(dashed red) is wider than the one in Illustris (dashed blue),
they are peaked at the same value and have nearly identical
magnitude sums. However, the vector sum of angular momen-
tum in Illustris is 0.15 dex larger than that of No-Feedback,
which reflects different degrees of self-alignment at accretion,
as already noted in Section 3.2 (AaccNo−FB = 0.24, A
acc
Ill = 0.36).
These two results together imply that the galactic winds ex-
pel a fraction of the baryons and prevent them from becoming
z = 0 stars in a way that ‘selects’ a more highly self-aligned
set of gas tracers to end up as z = 0 stars. This is done however
without changing the angular momentum of those ‘selected’
tracers at accretion.
Finally, the dotted curves in Fig. 9 represent material that
forms stars in satellites and is accreted onto the main galaxy in
stellar form (stellar mergers). We see that in both simulations,
these stars accrete with a higher angular momentum7, having
distributions that peak at log j∼ 4.5. However, in Illustris this
population only constitutes ≈ 10% of the z = 0 stars while in
6 For direct comparison of stellar angular momentum, we exclude any of
those tracers that are not stars by z = 0 in No-Feedback, but this does not
affect the numerical outcome.
7 We also find (but do not show) that the accretion times of the different
types of particles in Fig. 9 are unaffected by feedback: in both simulations
stars are accreted later, in a similar way.
No-Feedback it constitutes nearly half of them. The suppres-
sion of stellar accretion by feedback hence has a substantial
effect on the overall angular momentum distribution that the
baryons making up the z = 0 galaxies have at their accretion
time (solid). In this work we deliberately do not address the
evolution of the stellar accretion inside the halo down to z = 0,
as it would require a distinctively different analysis from the
gas component that is the focus of this work.
4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Combining measurements of the angular momentum con-
tent of galactic disks with simple models that match galaxies
to dark matter halos suggests that the specific angular momen-
tum of galactic disks of different masses is very close (within
≈ 20%) to the typical specific angular momentum of their
host halo populations. The specific angular momentum con-
tent of a z = 0 galaxy and its relation to that of its host halo can
be considered using the following independent ‘bookkeeping’
factors meant to separate physical effects:
(i) The specific angular momentum content of dark matter
accreted onto the halo, which integrated over cosmic
time roughly gives the overall specific angular momen-
tum of the z = 0 dark matter halo.
(ii) The relation between the specific angular momentum
of the baryons that accrete onto the halo along with the
dark matter to that of the dark matter itself.
(iii) The (possible) specific angular momentum bias be-
tween all the baryons ever accreted onto the halo and
the subset that end up in the galaxy.
(iv) The angular momentum evolution of those baryons that
end up in the galaxy between the time they were ac-
creted onto the halo and z = 0.
As we now discuss, this work has bearing for all of these steps
except the second one, and in particular for the last two steps,
which are shown here to be significantly affected by feedback
processes.
First, if galaxy specific angular momentum was equal to
that of the halo and all other factors did not introduce any dif-
ferences, one would expect high angular momentum galactic
disks to reside in halos with spins that are themselves higher
than average, by a magnitude on the order of the standard de-
viation of the halo spin distribution,≈ 0.2−0.25 dex (e.g. Bett
et al. 2007). This spread by itself would not suffice to ex-
plain the full range of specific angular momentum values of
observed galaxies (Romanowsky & Fall 2012), but it does
need to be taken into account when comparing a subset of
the galaxy population, namely galactic disks, to the full popu-
lation of halos. Indeed, several recent cosmological hydrody-
namical simulations found correlations between the angular
momentum of halos and the galaxies they host (Teklu et al.
2015; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2017; Grand et al. 2017). We
find a closely related trend here by the fact that our main anal-
ysis is based on the galaxies at the top 25% of the specific
angular momentum distribution, for which we find that at ac-
cretion, the vector sum is increased by 0.1 dex (0.18 dex) in
Illustris (No-Feedback) with respect to the case of consider-
ing the full galaxy population. In other words, by selecting
galaxies with high z = 0 specific angular momentum, we se-
lect host halos that accrete (at least baryons) with higher an-
gular momentum than typical. This shift has bearings for the
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Figure 6. Joint probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of tracers in Illustris immediately before they are last recorded ejected in the wind
(horizontal axes) and at three subsequent times on the vertical axes: immediately after that ejection (left); the end of the ejection, defined as the snapshot before
coming back to the star-forming phase (right); and the time with the largest recorded angular momentum in between these two times (middle). During the
ejection, tracers tend to gain angular momentum, especially those that have a low value before ejection, but by the time they return to the galaxy, the angular
momentum largely returns to its pre-ejection value. The same holds when examining the distributions before, during, and after the first ejection, though the
spread is larger.
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Figure 7. Joint and one-dimensional probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of tracers at the last time they cross the star-formation density
threshold (horizontal axes; the same quantity as on the vertical axes in Fig. 5) and at the last time they are converted from the gas phase to the stellar component
(vertical axes). More so than any other period, these events in Illustris (left) are strongly correlated, while the tracers in No-Feedback still lose angular momentum
by as much as 0.5 dex during their time in the star-forming phase before they are converted to stars.
overall picture in that a comparison of the angular momentum
of galaxies at the top of the distribution to the typical angular
momentum of halos includes a ‘halo selection bias’8.
Second, recent work suggests that the specific angular mo-
mentum of baryons at the time they accrete onto dark mat-
ter halos may be systematically higher than that of the dark
matter accreted around the same time (Stewart et al. 2013;
Danovich et al. 2015), by up to ≈ 0.2 dex. This has to do
with the higher quadrupole moment of cold gas in cosmic web
streams. These conclusions were however drawn from a small
number of ‘zoom-in’ simulations and were mostly focused on
z & 1, hence the quantitative significance of such an offset is
8 The choice of whether all or just the top 25% of galaxies are included
does not, however, affect our conclusions regarding the angular momentum
histories of baryons inside halos. Specifically, in Illustris the loss in the first
interval (Fig. 4) is larger if the full population is selected (0.44 dex) compared
to the case of our main analysis (0.37 dex), but the losses/gains in every sub-
sequent interval remain unchanged.
not yet clear. In this work we have not examined the angular
momentum of the dark matter itself and therefore do not show
evidence to this effect or to the contrary, however it is impor-
tant to keep this possibility in mind when considering the full
picture.
Third, various effects can lead to a situation where the
baryons that accrete over cosmic history onto the halo, with
a distribution of angular momentum values, will not be sam-
pled uniformly in angular momentum space in the galactic
disks themselves. For example, gas accreted via cold streams,
which has higher angular momentum at accretion, may be
more likely to build the galaxy than hot gas accreted out-
side of streams (Stewart et al. 2013). On the other hand, if
galaxies are preferentially made of baryons that cool from the
inner regions of their halos, the baryons making up the galax-
ies will be negatively biased in angular momentum relative to
the full halo (Fall 2002; Kassin et al. 2012). Another possi-
bility, which is directly related to feedback and to the results
10 DEFELIPPIS, D., ET AL.
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Figure 8. Joint and one-dimensional probability distributions of angular momentum magnitudes of tracers at the last time they are converted from the gas
phase to the stellar component (horizontal axes; the same quantity as on the vertical axes in Fig. 7) and as stars at z = 0 (vertical axes). The two events are
strongly correlated in both Illustris (left) and No-Feedback (middle), but the stellar component in No-Feedback experiences angular momentum gains of 0.08 dex
compared to a negligible change in the stellar component of Illustris.
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Figure 9. Angular momentum magnitude probability density of tracers at
their accretion time onto the main progenitor branch of their z = 0 halo. For
each simulation, the full tracer population that are in z = 0 stars (solid) is
split between those that were present at some point in the main galaxy as gas
(dashed), and those that became a star already in a satellite galaxy and hence
accreted to the main galaxy in stellar form (dotted). Stellar accretion typically
has higher angular momentum, and it is far more significant in No-Feedback
(red) than in Illustris (blue).
in this work, is a bias generated by timing differences. Mass
accreted at earlier cosmic times has lower angular momen-
tum than mass accreted at later times (as in the classical tidal
torque theory). Combined with the higher efficiency of galac-
tic winds at ejecting gas out of galaxies at higher redshifts,
this means that early-accreting, low-angular momentum gas
can be biased against making up the final z = 0 galaxy with re-
spect to late-accreting, high-angular momentum gas (Binney
et al. 2001; Brook et al. 2011). In this work we do not di-
rectly compare the baryons that do not make it to comprising
the final z = 0 galaxy to those that do, but we do show that the
Illustris feedback does not significantly change the accretion
time distribution of z = 0 stars, and also has a weak effect on
the angular momentum of individual tracers at accretion. We
find however that the total angular momentum vector at ac-
cretion of z = 0 stars that are accreted as gas is 0.15 dex higher
in Illustris compared with No-Feedback, which requires fur-
ther research. In addition, the fraction of z = 0 stars that were
formed in satellites (‘ex-situ stars’), which are accreted with
high angular momentum, is suppressed by the galactic winds
in Illustris, thereby generating a bias at accretion that has an
opposite sign to the overall difference between the two simu-
lations, giving an ‘advantage’ at accretion to the No-Feedback
simulation. More research is needed to understand why the
stellar accretion has higher angular momentum at accretion
compared to gas that forms stars in-situ. One possibility is
that it is related to the distinction between satellite and smooth
accretion.
Finally, there are a variety of processes that may give rise
to a situation where the baryons comprising the stars in a z = 0
galaxy do not have the same angular momentum as they did
when they entered the halo. Quantification of this scenario is
the main focus of this work. We divide the time period be-
tween accretion into the halo and z = 0 into several segments
and reach the following findings, which are visually summa-
rized in Fig. 3.
• Between accretion onto the halo and reaching the
galaxy itself, we find that in No-Feedback baryons lose
0.49 dex and in Illustris they lose 0.37 dex. Several
processes probably operate during this period. Mutual
torques between the dark matter and the gas due to their
different spatial distributions can lead to angular mo-
mentum exchange from the former to the latter that re-
sults in the gas having an increase of ≈ 0.1 dex in spe-
cific angular momentum compared to the dark matter,
as shown by Zjupa & Springel (2017) using an adia-
batic cosmological simulation. On the other hand, in
the realistic case when radiative cooling is included,
mass accreted via satellites (both as gas and as stars) is
expected to experience dynamical friction that deprives
it of orbital angular momentum. Torques in the inner
part of the halo between the galaxy itself, the inflowing
gas and the hot halo gas can significantly change the
original angular momentum of all components (Roškar
et al. 2010; Danovich et al. 2015). Our results suggest
that feedback has a minimal effect on these processes,
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at least in a combined sense.
• During the galactic fountain, namely between the first
time baryons become part of the galactic star-forming
gas and the last time they do so, we find gains of
≈ 0.2 dex in the Illustris simulation. There is no true
parallel to this time segment in the no-feedback sim-
ulation, since there are no galactic winds in that case.
These gains in Illustris occur, in particular, to gas that
initially has low angular momentum gas, as already
seen in a handful of zoomed-in halos (Brook et al. 2012;
Übler et al. 2014; Christensen et al. 2016) even though,
unlike those studies, the winds in Illustris are decou-
pled from the hydrodynamics. This suggests that it is
not the kick itself that imparts lasting angular momen-
tum gains, but rather several other processes likely op-
erating during this period that do so. Gas that is ejected
into the galactic wind spends of order the halo dynam-
ical time at distances that are typically of order half of
the virial radius. During this time its angular momen-
tum can be enhanced by both large-scale tidal torques
and local angular momentum exchange with the ambi-
ent halo may also occur via both gravitational and gas
pressure forces.
• Between reaching the galaxy itself (crossing the star-
formation density threshold) for the last time and the
actual star-formation time, we find that gas in Illustris
on average does not lose any angular momentum, while
in No-Feedback it loses on average as much as 0.14 dex.
Several processes probably operate during this period.
Various types of non-axisymmetric distributions, such
as spiral features, bars, and clumps formed by dynami-
cal instabilities inside galactic disks, can cause angular
momentum to flow out and mass to flow in. Dynami-
cal interactions during galaxy mergers can also induce
significant angular momentum losses. These interac-
tions are expected to be stronger in No-Feedback be-
cause the low-mass galaxies that participate in merg-
ers have much higher densities than those in Illustris,
and indeed, our results show that these processes are
strongly suppressed in the presence of galactic winds.
• Of all the events we consider, the smallest changes in
angular momentum content occur in the stellar phase,
namely between the star-formation time and z = 0. In
Illustris, the stellar phase changes its angular momen-
tum by z = 0 by less than ≈ 0.03 dex. This is expected
theoretically to be the case in the absence of bars, as
the stellar component is dynamically hotter and non-
dissipative (e.g. Sellwood 2014). Our simulations are
likely suppressing bar formation due to their limited
resolution. Regardless, even in the presence of bars,
where there is empirical indication for non-negligible
secular evolution of angular momentum in disk galaxies
(e.g. Foyle et al. 2010), angular momentum exchange
from the stellar component to the dark matter is ex-
pected to be inefficient (Valenzuela & Klypin 2003). In
the No-Feedback case, there are actually small gains at
a level of 0.08 dex. One possibility is that these stellar
gains are obtained at the expense of the losses of gas
component (Bournaud et al. 2005), which are indeed
stronger in No-Feedback.
Numerical work has shown in recent years that each of the
‘bookkeeping’ steps discussed in the beginning of this sec-
tion potentially involves numerical factors with significant de-
viations from unity. Our results are qualitatively consistent
with that work discussed in Section 1, but demonstrating a
true robustness to the hydrodynamics solver and input physics
would require a direct code-to-code analysis. We show here
that in the Illustris simulation, which reproduces the observed
angular momentum of disk galaxies in 1012 M halos, the
last of these bookkeeping items, namely the angular momen-
tum evolution of baryons inside halos, is composed of losses
and gains of different magnitudes. The overall result of an
offset of ∼ 20% between the angular momentum of galactic
disks and of typical dark matter halos (Fall & Romanowsky
2013) is hence composed of a handful of numerical factors of
≈ 0.1−0.4 dex each, which have distinct natures and origins.
Some of these act to increase the baryonic angular momentum
with respect to the dark matter one, and some in the opposite
direction. It therefore remains a pressing theoretical challenge
to understand the underlying reason for which they ‘conspire’
to the simple and useful result of approximate ‘angular mo-
mentum retention’ in galactic disks.
Future work will be required to clarify the physical pro-
cesses and their relative roles in setting the angular momen-
tum of disks: in other words, the ‘How?’ and ‘Why?’ pre-
sented in the Introduction. In particular it would be inter-
esting to further investigate the lack of angular momentum
loss of the star-forming gas phase in the Illustris simulation
by better understanding the disk dynamics. Also important
is to understand why and how (whether hydrodynamically or
gravitationally) the low angular momentum gas gains angular
momentum during wind ejections out in the halo (and what
are the important effectors of torques and on which scales),
while high angular momentum gas roughly maintains its an-
gular momentum. In addition to new types of analysis, this
will require smaller separation between snapshots than the
full Illustris simulations currently provide. Additionally, it is
necessary to further investigate the origins of self-alignment
of the different baryonic components before accretion. The
quantitative analysis of ’When’, ’Where’, and ’How much’
presented here will serve as a starting point and guidance to
these future studies.
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APPENDIX
To further understand angular momentum differences between Illustris and No-Feedback, we examine the redshift distributions
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Figure A1. Cumulative redshift distributions of various events in Illustris (left) and No-Feedback (right) for z = 0 stars that accreted onto the main galaxy as gas
(i.e., ignoring stellar accretion). The addition of feedback delays star formation but leaves the halo accretion times essentially unaffected.
of the ‘events’ identified in Section 2, which are shown in Fig. A1. Unsurprisingly, feedback delays the formation of stars in
Illustris (blue) and introduces a significant time lag between the first (yellow) and last (green) crossings of the star-formation
density threshold. However, the distribution of halo accretion redshifts (red) is largely unaffected, indicating that while feedback
changes the amount of time accreted gas spends in the halo before forming stars, it does not change the time at which gas is
accreted in the first place.
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